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ANTA FE NEW
VOL. 42.

EXI CAN

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY. APKIL 17, 1905.

NEW MEXICO BUILDINGS.

ROOSEVELT IN

NO. 49.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

RUSSIANS AT

on Commission

of Irrigation.
Raynolds
today
Acting Governor
made the following appointments of
members of the Commission of Irriaa
The President of the United
gation, which body was created by a But It Is Not Thought That This
law of the 36th Legislative Assembly.
States Crosses NortheastPoint Will Be Made a
District No. 1, Arthur Sellgman, Santa
ern Corner of Territory.
Rendezvous.
Fe; District No. 2, Frank Springer,
Las Vegas;
District No. 3, A. N.
Pratt, Carlsbad; District No. 4, New. .
ton A. Bollch, Deming; District No. STOP DUTCH
FINDS NO RACE SUICIDE
STEAMER
6, J. E. McCarthy, Farmington. Irri1
gation Engineer: David M. White, San
F. 1
Children Particularly in Evidance at
The Brunhilde Held Up Two Houra
ta Fe.
LAND
OFFICIAL
OFFICE
BUSINESS.
and
Clayton, Folsom, Emery Gap
Ships Hen Are In Geod
31'
Homestead Entries.
Other Stations Along the Line.
Shape -- No Sickness.
The following homestead entries
have been made in the local United
States land office:
President
Roosevelt
Theodore
Paris, April 17. A dispatch from
No. 8285. April 13, John J. Brack-ett- , Saigon announcing the presence of the
passed through a portion of New Mex
lco on his way from Texas and Okla
Cimarron, lots 3 and 4, and S
Russian warships at Kamranh Bay is
NW
homa to Colorado. At Clayton, al
section 1, T 22 N, R 18 E, 160 considered as showing that Admiral
acres in Mora County,
though the town contains a population
Rojestvensky is not moving northward
No. 8286, April 14. Dorotea Martin- as fast as was expected.
of only 800, there were at least a thou
The fact
NW
NW
ez, Cuervo, W
sand people at the depot. As the train
that Admiral de Jonquieres, French
NB 4 NW
SW
section 23, T naval commander at Saigon, is procame to a stop the President beck
11 N, R 24 E, 160 acres in Guadalupe
oned the crowd to come close to the
ceeding to Kamranh Bay and the de
iHaiti
car and said in part: "Friends, I am
4
County.
parture rrom saigon last night or a
It
ill
No. 8287, April 14. T. Henry Wal vepsel with a cargo of Russian stores,
glad indeed to be able to pass through
NE indicate that the Russian rendezvous
NW
nut, Wagon Mound, S
New Mexico and to stop in Clayton. I
HADLEY LABORATORY DIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE.
4
NW
section 23, SE 4 NE
am glad that I can see about fifteen
is not in or near Kamranh Bay.
section 22, T 23 N, R 20 E, 160 acres
members of my old regiment who saw
To Make Final Preparations.
in Mora County.
INDICTMENTS.
St. Petersburg, April 17. The news
service with me. at Santiago. I am THOSE FIFTY-ONEMPHATICALLY DECLINES.
No. 8288, April 15. Robert Haywood, that the vessels of the Russian equad-roglad to greet the people here and to
SB
S
SW
have put into Kamranh Bay, north
By the Bernalillo Grand Jury Rather
. see so many little ones present, with
Hon. Solomon Luna Will Not Serva Estancia, SW
section 13, NW 4 NW
section 24, of Cape Padaran off the east coast of
the back districts still to be heard
on Executive Committee of Non
Fishy Story Told Concerning
T 3 N, R 14 E, 160 acres in Torrance Cochin China, bears out the statefrom. Being out here on these plains
Them.
Partisan Statehood League.
County.
makes me feel at home, it looks like
ment contained in these dispatches a
Final Homestead Entries.
From Albuquerque comes a rather
the place that I spent several years in
week ago to the effect that Admiral
When National Committeeman Solo '
The following final homestead en Rojestvensky probably would seek
There is a man (pointing to William interesting story concerning the atmon
Luna
from
returned
who was tempted withdrawal by the recent Ber In El Paso, Texas, as Result of flying trip from his sheep ranches tries have been made in the local Uni shelter off that part of the Cochin
; Detiimore) of my regiment,
wounded in action, and this town is nalillo County grand jury of fifty-on- e
China coast and there coal and make
In Socorro County, on Saturday last, ted States land office:
EmNo. 3551. April 12, Manuel Sando- final
the home of poor Robertson, who was indictments which had been found by . Fight With a Lineman
his attention was called to the fact
preparations before embarking on
killed. I remember him." President that body against several saloon men
hat he had been named as a mem val y Balencia, Santa Fe, E 2 NE1-4- , the final stage of his journey. No
ployed by Light Company.
NE
SE
NW
section definite information is obtainable as
Roosevelt stated that he was sure that for the selling of liquor to minors. It
ber of the executive committee of the SW
15 N, R 11 E, 1C0 acres in Santa to
T
28,
statehood would soon come "to the is claimed that these indictments were
the length of stay of the squadron
Joint Statehood League,
at Kamranh Bay, or whether the warTerritory. He waved his hand to three voted upon by the grand jury whole- FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED which was organized in the Duke City Fe County.
No. 3552. April 13, Oristoval Peno,
cowboys and shouted:
a little over a week ago. Mr. Luna
sale, Instead of singly, one by one. It
ships have already sailed, the AdmirN 2 SE
SW
Galisteo, NE
"I used to be ene of you."
is reported that an attorney for the
alty, even it is knows, being naturalpromptly addressed the officials of the NW
SW
section 12, T 9 N, R ly silent on this point. No confirma"You bet you," called back the cow- liquor dealers caught on and hence Bruues an the Face and Head of Dead league, the following self explanatory
9 E, 160 acres in Sandoval County
tion of the report of a naval engagethe grand jury's desire to withdraw
punchers.
letter:
Man -- Three Men Arrested in ConNo. 3553, April 15. Candida " Arel ment north of Natuna Islands
When the train started the cow- - the indictments, in order, so say some
N.
15
which,
M., April
"Albuquerque,
With the Affair.
nection
2
section 1 according
SW
to the British steamer
"Mr. W. B. Childers, President of the lano, Springer S
punchers started a race with the train, of the knowing ones, to find true bills
N
NW
section 12, T 23 N, R Telemachus, which has just arrived at
a contest that caused the President In the proper shape. Therefore the
Bernalillo County Statehood League
22 E, 160 acres in Colfax County.
interest.
asked
court
to
in
and
the
New
lively
Mexican.
Hong Kong, took place 150 miles
Special
grand jury apeared
Albuquerque.
No. 3554, April 15, Grant Shahan north of Natuna Islands in the afterAt three or four small flag stations that the indictments in question be reEl Paso, Texas, April 17. Harry
Sir: I learn from the press, and
section 10, noon of April 12, has been received.
there was from three to a dozen people, turned" to the body. Upon the court King, of Deming, died at a hotel in from private sources of information, Cimarron, SE 4 SE
4
SW
N 2 NW
SW
11,
section
was
Forty-eigh- t
and the President, who
Hours in Bay.
partaking declining to accede to this request, the this city on Saturday afternoon. His that I was named as a member of the
section 14, T 27 N, R 24 E, 160
of his breakfast, waved his napkin to grand jury reconsidered the matter head and face was badly bruised and executive committee of your organ 1
Tokio, April 17. It is circulated
the people, and at Mt. Dora he walked and found "no true bills." It is now there U a suspicion of foul play. Three zation. I was not present at either of acres in Colfax County.
that the Russian squadron arrived at
Desert Land Entries.
" : - v '.
to the section stated that this point will be used and men have been arrested in connection the meetings held for the purpose of
Kamranh Bay at noon, April 12, and
The following desert land entries therefore had been occupying the
'
i fa;
way, the Presl that a dismissal would be asked for by with the death. Joe Martin and Frank organizing the league and have been
have been made in the local United port forty-eigh- t
' dozen times dur- the defense on that account. How the
i ;i aui ".;
hours when seen at
t ':
Kinney were the first men to come in- absent . from the city for the past
land office:
v u s'
.B hand to a fam
noon of April 14.
be '
attorney for the liquor dealers caught to the clutches of the police, as they week. I take this opportunity of de States
SeNo. 629. April 10, Bernardino
'
li.i ;:i .tn
North of Kamranh Bay Sunday.
y section in the on is not stated. There is also no affl were the last men to be seen with eroding 'the position to which I was
NW
W
o
davit filed in corroboration of this King. They both claim that King was appointed. I do this because I think dillo, Peralta, W
plains.
London, April 17. A special from
M..t ;"':
5
160
10
section 23, T N, R
E,
:
Two Minutes at Folsom,
rather fish story. At any. rate, some the aggressor and that his death was the agitation of this question at this SW
Hong Kong says that a portion of the
Folsom was reached at 11 o'clock member or members of the grand jury not caused by the blow given him time is somewhat premature. Very acre3 In Valencia County.
Russian squadron was seen Sunday at
No. 630. April 10, Manuel Sedlllo, Turan
There was a big crowd and a fife and must have "leaked."
as a result of his interference with respectfully.
SOLOMON LUNA."
Bay, about three hundred and
section 4, T 4 N, R 10
Peralta, NE
miles north of Kamranh Bay.
drum corps of boys, several big flags
some men who were at work for the
fifty
E, 160 acres in Valencia County.
THE SANTA FE STRIKE.
and a hundred children waving flags.
Anchored and Revlctualling.
MANY ADDITIONAL VOTES.
International Light and Power ComNo. 631. "Leopold Bibo, Cubera, SE
"Two minutes," said the President
Hong
April 17. The German
pany. They claim that when King
section 4. T 11 N. R 10 W, 160 steamer Kong,
All Boiler Makers Except One Re fell, after being struck by Burwell B. Chaves County Gains From 600 to 700
as he stepped out on the platform
Brunhilde arrived here today
In
Valencia County.
acres
from Singapore and reported that she
"There's no race suicide here!"
New Citizens Bright Outlook In
ported Out Between Topeka and
Rogers, that his head struck a rock
Contest Over. Coal Land.
was stopped for two hours by three
called out a man.
All Lines.
and that this was what caused the
Albuquerque.
The case of August Ritcher ver Russian
"I am glad of it," shouted back the
cruisers, April 14, thirty
hemorrhage of the brain which caused
sus Edward Pillars for possession or miles
President
K. S. Woodruff, of Chaves County,
north
of Cape Padaran.
She
Topeka, April 17. Reports received death. The last man to be arrested is
4
NB
and the NE 4 NE
The number of children was particu this afternoon show the following men Burwell B. Rogers, a lineman in the who was in the city Saturday on offl the W
about thirty-thre- e
sighted
altogether
18
14
near
R
N,
section 4, T
W,
out: At Topeka 53; Newton 17; Las employ of the International Light and clal business, is the first Republican
vessels steaming northeast at ten
larly noticeable.
Coun
knots. The 3hips appeared to be In
Between Xlps and Emery Gap the Vegas 2; Raton 17; La Junta 31. Power Company of El Paso. He tells sheriff that that county has had, and the town of Gallup in McKinley
was
and
case
which
appealed
condition. A report Is current
President was pointed, out the old These figures include the apprentices practically the same story that the he is one of the best. To a New ty,
of good
a
here
Santa Fe trail. He went out on the and handy men. The strikers main- other two men tell except that he Mexican reporter Sheriff Woodruff decision rendered by the Secretary
that
of the Russian
the Interior against Ritcher, is still squadron has portion
reached
the bay In
platform and looked at the trail wind tain it is contrary to the union rinciples gives his reasons for striking King. He stated that, to use his own words,
to do work in Topeka which says that the dead man, at the time "Chaves County Is inexpressibly pros- being fought. Ritcher, through his ata Chinese waters northward of Hong
ing over the mountains and then at
M. Read, has filed
should be done in the coast line shops. of the trouble, was drunk. That he perous." The outlook for fruit and torney, Benjamin
the shining steel rails.
Kong. Cape Padaran is off the east
review
and rehearing. The coast
motion
for
half
he
The road answers that as the Topeka insisted upon getting upon the seat of crops of all kinds has not been better
"A wonderful change,"
said,
of Cochin China, not far off to
land involved is valuable coal land the south of Kamranh
to himself.
shops are the largest and most im the wagon which Rogers and a com for years and the cattle men expect
Bay, where it
it
to
men
care
give
is reported a number of Russian war
At Emery Gap Governor McDonald I proved on the system, it is natural panion were using in repairing some a record-breakin- g
season. Prices are and neither of the Is
PilF. Easley
attorney for
was in a special car with General that the bulk of the work for the sys parts of the trolley wire, and interfer- going up and the cattlehave passed up. C.
ships are anchored and revlctualling.
lars.
the
tem
the
should
done
so
be
Department
here, leaving
Baldwin, commanding
Japs Capture Many Colliers.
ing in their work. After having pulled through the winter In good shape,
of the Colorado. Colonel Dunn and smaller shops to handle the less hn King off the wagon several times, that the available stock for shipment
Saigon,
April 17. The Japs have re
WORK ON SCENIC HIGHWAY.
other regular army officers, and Adju- - portant work,
cently captured a large number of colRogers says that King threatened to will be high class and ought to bring
' t
E. H. Kyeler, the union official in whip him. He thereupon struck King the top price. The new settlers who
ant General Wells and several of the
liers off the coast of Cochin China. Six
Convicts Sent to the Macho
I
men, supposed to be Japs, landed
guards and a number of citizens of the charge of the strike here, insists that with his fist and knocked him down, have been coming into the county Twenty
Detachment
of
Mesa
Yesterday.
some days ago from a junk at Cape
state, including a Trinidad reception only one man between Topeka and Al and In falling he claims that the man's during the past few months are from
25 at Work on Las Vegas End.
committee.
St. James, near here, and after a brief
buquerque refused to go out. This head hit a rock. Rogers holds a good the north and east more than from
A number of Ruswas at Las Vegas.
No. Military Men Wanted.
stay
reputation in El Paso and is well the south, and are Republican in poll-ticAssistant Superintendent sian warships are anchored In Kam
Yesterday
'
Back on the road Superintendent
Sheriff
next
election
the
of
a
was
At
the
known.
member
King
I
C. Garrett of the territorial peni- ranh
Bay where they are revlctualling.
Young had spoken to the President of WOMAN SENTENCED TO DEATH. Odd Fellows lodge of Deming and has Woodruff says there will be between R...
twenty The health of the Russians is remarkthe guests at Emery Gap.
relatives in Clever, Missouri. He has six and seven hundred votes cast by tentiary, sent a detachment ofrationed
"I do not want their car in this Pennsylvania Supreme Court Decides always been known as a quiet, honest, citizens who are now becoming and convicts, fully equipped and
ably good. Only eight deaths from
train. I should like Governor McDonThat Mrs. Danz Must Hang for
hard working man and held a position who will become residents of Chaves to the Macho Mesa about fourteen disease have occurred since their de
miles east of this city to commence parture from Europe, out of an effecald to loin me here, but the others
Murder of Husband.
as deputy sheriff of Grant County at County before November, 1906.
work for this season on the Scenic tive total of 18,000 men.
'
must remain in the car."
the time of his death.
Highway. Engineer John Gwinn and
That was the President's ultimatum
RAILROAD STRIKE IN ITALY.
Philadelphia, Appil 17. By a vote
Torpedo Boats for Vladlvostock.
John Bergren Assaulted.
two guards are in charge of the de
and Mr. Youne wired it forward to of five to two the Supreme Court to Special to the New Mexican.
Sebastopol, April 17. Several torpe
was reached do boats, which Lewis Nixon, of New
Mr. Cotter.
At Emery Gap Mr. Cot day decided that Mrs. Catherine Danz
El Paso, Texas, April 17. John Many Men, However, Refuse to Obey tachment. The camp site and
every York, has been setting up here, have
ter broke the word to the party that must hang for the murder of her hus- Bergren a member of the firm of Ber
early yesterday afternoon
Mandate and Trains Are Running
thing was made snug and comfortable been completed and shipped to Vladlon Lines.
only Governor McDonald was to be the band, William G. Danz. . George P. gren and Anderson, labor contractors,
for lodgings and meals. This morn- vostock. President's guest. There was a look Hossey a colored voodoo doctor, has of Watrous, New Mexico, was found in
ing, bright and early, work was' reof incredulity on the faces of all and I also received the death sentence for a dazed condition in the rear of the As-to- r
rail17.
of
The
strike
Rome,. April
A de
finally Governor McDonald, General the part he took in the murder of
LAW IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
House by Police Officer McDon- road men which began today was not commenced on the Highway.
Baldwin, Colonel Dunn and General Danz. The woman obtained powders ald on Saturday. Bergren had a scalp so successful as expected.
Some of tachment of 25 men has been at work
Wells went down; to the President's from Hossey for the purpose of curing wound and this was dressed by Dr. the men refused to strike and pub- on the Las Vegas end in the Galllnas
Justice Peckham Hands Down a Decar, the special drawing up as Mr. Cot her husband, she says, of the drink Anderson in the police station, after lished a manifesto saying they could Canon and work there Is also going
cision on the Ten Hour and
so
ter was conveying the President's habit. She claims she did not know which he was taken to the Zeiger Ho- not risk the bread of their families. on. The entire number of convicts
Sixty Hour Measure.
on
construction
the
far
wishes
employed
The tel, where he has been staying since With these men and a military escort
the contents of the" powders.
e
Inwill
be
and this
The governor and officers clambered autonsv showed they contained arsenic he came to El Paso two days ago. Ber one train left Rome on each line. A work is forty-fivaboard the car and were introduced to an,i both were convicted of murder, gren refuses to discuss the affair.
Washington, April 17. In an opin.
car. on each train was converted into creased shortly. The prisoners like
the President by Secretary Loeb and An appeal was taken and today the
a prison for use if arrests are neces-aa- y this out door work and are anxious to Ion by Justice Peckham, the Supreme
KILLING FROST IN GEORGIA.
they were Just beginning their felici- - decision leaves only the governor's
during the Journey. The leaders be detailed on it. During the past Court of the United States held to be
tations when the engine and crew that nmnn htwon th woman and the
of the movement are trying to bring year the men who were at work on the unconstitutional the New York state
Scenic Highway were well behaved law making ten hours a day's work
bad brought the governor's car to the gallows.
Temperature In 8outhern States Very about' a general strike of all workmen and
quiet. There were but three es- and sixty hours a week's work In the
gap came up alongside. Without a
but find little sympathy. The strike
Low Snow Flurries In the Ohio
and the three convicts who were bakeries in that state. Justices Harword the President leaped to the IMPERIAL RESCRIPT IS ISSUED.
capes
new
is
bill
the
prein
protest against
Valley.
walked
over
to
were recaptured within lan, White, Day and Holmes dissented
concerned
He
the
engine
ground;
sented by the Fortis cabinet, because
after having taken and Justice Harlan declared that so
months
three
and Bhook hands with Conductor John The Scheme for Irrigation of Zemsto- 17.
those
dismissal
of
it
for
the
Abnormally
provides
Louisville, April
are three guards more Important decision bad been renleave.
There
French
conCunningham, Engineer Burchard and
voa Requires Some Form of Pop
low temperatures prevail generally who go on a strike and does not
of twenty-fiv- e
detachment
with
the
dered in the last century.
the fireman and brakeman and wished
as
an
clause.
tain
far
with
arbitration
frosts
ular Representation.
killing
heavy
today
end.
on
the
Las
work
convicts
Vegas
at
them good luck, and then he came Into
south as Tennessee and northern
his cat and Joined the governor's
St. Petersburg, April 17. The Im Georgia and east through Virginia, 8PECIAL ELECTION IN GALLUP. The rations the men get are plentiful TO REDUCE LAND
party.
OFFICES IN COLORADO.,.
Tomorrow Gallup will hold a special and wholesome and, as everything
perial rescript Issued today which or while light frosts are reported from
mr
1 am
"v"
ders Count Kutaiszoff, governor of southern Alabama and northern Flori- election to decide whether that city moved satisfactorily during the year
Ten of the twelve land offices In
"TV
you gentlemen, but I can only accom. Irkntsk
elaborftte a Bcneme tor the da. Snow flurries have occurred In shall issue bonds to the amount of 1904, Superintendent Bursum expects the state of Colorado are to be abolmodate Governor McDonald,' said Mr introduction of Zemstovos in Irkutsk. the - Ohio Valley. Much damage to $15,000 for a water system. The sup- that this will be the case during the ished, leaving only the one at DenTer
Roosevelt
Tomsk and Tobolsk, in accordance fruit crops has been done in the mid- porters of the bond movement fear present year.
and the one at Pueblo. Among the
"I see onr finish," remarked Colonel with the
s
that It wll be defeated. A
first to go will be those at Akron, Ster- "
suggestion to Siberia from dle west and south.
,
Bar your stationery printed by the ling, Lamar, Del Norte and Hugo, and
rote la necessary to carry the
European Russia, necessitates tome
form of popular repMMntatloa.
i Pit KtejM.)
New Mexican Prtntisf Oomstoy.
(CMttlRMal
.
others will follow ahortly.
AaTertlae your bntiueu. It pays.
Appointments
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4 00
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months,
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Tit New Merican is the oldest
, awBjvapsr in New Mexico. It is sent
every postofflce in the Territory,
"nd has a larg and growing circulalon among the Intelligent and pro
gressive people of the S.uthweet
-

UNION(y)LA"BE:"t

THE NEED OF

A

IN-

In view of the fact that the Pueblo
Indians of New Mexico have been declared
citizens, a decision
of the Supreme Court of the United
States recently handed down in which
it is held that an Indian who has been
allotted his share of land is subject to
the police regulations of the state
within which he may reside, is locally
interesting. The case arose over the
sale of a glass of beer to a Klckapoo
Indian. The man who sold the beer
to him was prosecuted in the United
States District Court for eastern Kansas, on the charge that he had violated
the law prohibiting the sale of liquor
to Indians. The Supreme Court discharged the defendant on a writ of
habeas corpus, holding that, the Indian in the case being a citizen, the
sale of liquor was not in violation of
the statute In question. There are a
number of cases pending in New Mexico for selling liquor to Pueblo Indians and it seems that this decision
of the United States Supreme Court
will apply in these cases.
comments
The Denver Republican
upon the decision as follows:
"No doubt this is good law, for after
an Indian becomes a citizen he is not
to be distinguished from other citizens
of the United States. He is no more
subject to police regulations estab
lished by Congress for the Indian
tribes and Indians who still maintain
their tribal relations than any white
citizen.
"It follows that such an Indian is en
titled to all the privileges of a citizen.
He should be permitted to vote or to
hold office, and except in so far as
Congress may have, constitutionally,
made provision for the exemption of
his Ind from taxation, he should be
subject to the payment of taxes. He
should have a right to send his chil
dren to the public schools and to do
whatever else an ordinary citizen may
full-fledg-

.

FROST

TO PUEBLO

DIANS.

SERVANT CiiRL'S

UNION.

When a print';" Hires a $3 a week
apprentice he knows that he is not
engaging a $25 a week foreman. He
knows that the apprentice will not begin work before eight or be around the
office looking for something to do after the whistle blows to quit. He
knows that the apprentice is apt to
spoil more work the first few weeks
than he is worth in a year. He does
not expect the boy to know as much
as his employer or to be as bright as
his boss. He knows too, that at the
apd of the first year, the apprentice,
"devil" as he is called in a printshop,
will want to be raised to $6 a weekj
at the end of the second year to $9 a
week; at the end of the third year to
$12 a week, and at the end of the
fourth year the Typographical Union
will come and say: "You must pay
that boy $15 a week." The employer
also knows that only one boy out of
five will eventually make a good print- er; and only one out of fifty a good
foreman. And yet, he is glad to hire,

do.

"If this theory should be carried out
to its logical conclusion, it would be
the best thing that could happen for
the Indians, since it would force them
into relations that would in a short
time subject them to civilizing influen
ces. Indian children attending the
public schools with white children and
thrown into daily contact with whites
would soon learn the English lan
guage and acquire a knowledge of the
customs of civilized society which, to
use one of General Pratt's expressions
would 'kill the Indian in them and
save the man.' "

LIFE'S NEW REALM.
Several years ago, the New Mexican
heralded the advent of a poet in New
Mexico. Occasionally, a fugitive verse
with the imprint of genius and a
haunting note of immortality came to
the desk of the New Mexican. That
was when Henry Christeen Warnack
was upon the editorial staff of the
Daily Optic at Las Vegas. Since then
he has roved over the great south
west like a Troubador of old and has
been connected with various newspa'
pers from Phoenix to Santa Fe, where
only last month he relinquished an
editorial position upon the New Mex
ican to go to Denver to find a wider
field of labor. He is the same sweet
singer now that he was when this pa
per first praised his musical meas
ures. With 'years and experience he
has broadened: he writes less but
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The strongest

castle could be

re- -

Jduced
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-by siege if the
garrison could be starved V
out. The strongest body
has to give up the hgnt
when starvation weakens
it. There are more deaths
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ireams of. When the stomach is d'
eased and the food eaten ia not digeste
tnd assimilated, then the strength of t'
body begins to fail because of lack o
nutrition, and the weak body falls ai
easy victim to the microbes of disease
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discover;
cures diseases of the stomach and otij.r.
organs of digestion and nutrition. '.'
writes better.
restores physical strength in the on!;
On Friday evening of last week In possible way, by enabling the assimih
the Magazine of the Denver Times, un don of the nutrition contained in food
der the title of "Life's New Realm,
I was sick for over three years with a cot:,
of stomach troubles," writes Mr. Join
and having a beautifully embellished plication
U. Castona, residing; at 1941 Arch St., Chicaj.
"Had tried every good phvsicnu
page all to itself, appeared a prose niinois.
knew of, as well as many patent medicines, l,u
poem from his pen that is exquisitely received ouly temporary relief. One duv
friend recommended your 'Golden Medical Diwrought in its workmanship and that scovery.'
I immediately procured some and U
embodies an exalted philosophy. Truly ran its use. Commenced to gain the first wet
taken only one bottle I cou.ii
after
ana
as
a work of art that must endure
long eat as well I ashad
any one without experiencing.: f
am Iv'ppv
as the English language, it is a psalm effects. I took five bottles, and
that I am as well and healthsloftier than any that David sang and to announce
one could be. I owe it all to Dr. Pierces
filled with more beautiful imagiry Golden Medical Discovery."
The sole motive for substitution is to
than the day dreams of Solomon or St
John. It will be read again and again permit the dealer to make the little more
paid by the sale of less meritorious
by those who appreciate a noble song profit
rie gains. You lose. Theremedicines,
is
that wells from the heart and that
fore accept no substitute for "Goldeu
chiseled into airy frescoes of words Medical Discovery."
with the consummate skill of a Fltz
FREE. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense
gerald. It will be memorized by Medical Adviser is sent free on receipt
of mailir,f
manyj" the chosen few who attain the of stamps to pay eexpense
one-cetwenty-onsau:.:
calm peaks of its philosophy in their only. Send
for the book in paper covers, or thirty
of
land
discovered
the
have
hap one stamps for the
living
d
volume
piness and will be rewarded with a far Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo. N. V
view into the realm of the life eternal

About

keep the best brands of wines,

C

O

that can be
liquors and
obtained and cigars
sell at a reasonable
'prices.
All of our employes will treat
!you in a courteous manner.
We have all of the popular
igames and you can spend a
fjpleosant hour or two at any time.
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J. E. LACOME. Prop.,
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GEORGEl! ELLIS, Prop.
The most conveniently loccted and only
and steamheated
Hotel in the city, Electric lit hte, baths and tenitaiy plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-claconnected. Fine Sample Boom for Commercial Men.
fire-pro- of
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or ETJROPjEAN- - FXjJLXT

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in

cloth-boun-

two-third- s'

lub

xferd

THE CLAIRE HOTEL

y

GIVES HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE,
Herbine is a boon for sufferers from
aneamia. By its use the blood is quick
ly registered and the color becomes
normal. The drooping strength is re
vived. The languor is diminished
Health, vigor and tone predominate.
New life and happy activity results.
Mrs. Belle H. Shirel, Middlesborough,
ills., writes; "I have been troubled
with liver complaint and poor blood,
ind have found nothing to benefit me
like Herbine. I hope never to be with
out it. I have wisLed that I had
known of it in my husband's lifetime."
50c at Fischer Drug Co.

We

1

V.

Gallup will tomorrow vote upon
proposed bond issue of $30,000 for the
improvement of the city's water sys
tem. The issue is quite a large one
for a town of Gallup's population and
wealth and it is feared it will be de
vote
feated as it requires a
to carry it. A supply of pure water
is a necessity for the growth of every
community and if Gallup will not bond
itself to improve its water system it
will have to persuade a private com
pany to do the work or It must in
crease its water rates so as to furnish
enough revenue to pay for the contem
plated improvements. Not to improve
the water supply is to give up all am
bition the Carbon City may have for
future growth and greatness.

The

3
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Building Corner Plaza'and San Francisco Street.

THE PALME

PTEL

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled -

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Tfavelers.

Santa Ps,
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Rheumatism.

There are few diseases that inflict
more torture than rheumatism and
The United States Bureau of Statis
Solomon there is probably no disease for which
Committeeman
National
tics figures out that the annual con- Luna, as soon as apprised that he had such, a varied, en5 "elesi, tot of reme
sumption of sugar in the United beea Se'teeteu- asra? TriSmber of the ex dies have been suggested. To say that
States amounts, to..?:Lpeuttda fief capi ecutive committee of the
it can be cured is, therefore, a bold
OF 3ANTA FE.
ta-- "That means that a beet
sugar fac Statehood League, promptly resigned statement to make, but Chamberlain's
To" Yearn Tirade, tory located at Santa Fe and
Mr. Luna is too saga Pain Balm, which enjoys an extensive
adjoining
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1870.
?iftr the boys anxious to roll up their counties and would not need to seek that position.
cious a politician to be caught by the sale, has met with great success in
RUFUS
J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
sleeves while working are getting to elsewhere for markets. The markets chaff of this
the treatment of this disease. One ap
alleged
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
be rarer every day. Nor is the owner locally tributary to Santa Fe, at the
the
will
Balm
relieve
of
Pain
The voters of New Mexico plication
Assistant Cashier.
of a business very anxious to hire a above average consume over seven League.
not yet ready to boost a few de pain, and hundreds of sufferers have
are
cures
boy wlio is willing to work more than million pounds of sugar annually valits
to
testified
by
permanent
signing and unscrupulous politicians use.
Mght hours a day lor the regular pay ued at something like $400,000.
Con
Why suffer when Pain Balm af
statehood offices because
Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.
Capital $150,000.
and who shows extraordinary bright- sidering that in this immediate vicini into fat
fords
such
quick relief and costs but a
identi
become
have
these
politicians
ness and an over abundance of energy ty the best
trifle? For sale by all druggists.
sugar beets in the world
with the
Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
ana virtue, ior ne Knows mat such a can be raised and that conditions of fied
Terr!
citizens
of
The
the
League."
on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and colmoney
boy will within a few years open a water supply, cheap labor, climate
COUGH
SYRUP.
THE
BEST
are too well acquainted with some
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
shop of his own next door to his old and market are so favorable, it seems tory
S. L. Apple,
Judge, Otta
men and have no confidence
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
boss and will give the old gent a run like throwing money away to depend of these
to
wa
Co..
is
"This
writes:
Kansas,
makes
of competition that will, for a time, re upon Cuba or the beet sugar mills of in them or their protestations.
telegraphic transfers of monoy to all parts of the civilized
wore
I
have used Ballard's
say that
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
duce profits below the zero mark.
France to sweeten our coffee at break
I
do
hound
and
for
that
years,
Syrup
The Santa Fe System will build a
But how different the average house fast'.
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
new depot at Trinidad, which is to be not hesitate to recommend it as the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
wife. She hires a $3 a week servant
best cough yrup I have ever used."
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
girl hardly out of the nursery and ex
New Mexico prides itself not a little even larger and more handsome than 25c, 60c, $1.00, at Fischer Drug Co.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
pects her to do as much and as good on its Scenic Highway and the fact the new depot that was destroyed by pany.
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as la conwork as a $15 a week housekeeper, that it Is building a public road at ter- the floods in the Las Animas River
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety DeThe house wife may have been gather ritorial expense. But New Mexico is last fall. Good for Trinidad! Would
For a Weak Digestion.
in
officials
who
Fe
have
Santa
that
the
boxes for rent. The patronage of the public ia respectfully soposit
in
for
lng experience
twenty years
not in it when it comes to road buildNo medicine can replace food but
the bestowing of new depots Chamberlain's
licited.
i
house work and yet she expects
TabStomach
Liver
and
ing in European countries. The com- charge
green servant girl to know as much munity of Biarritz in southern France and railroad shops would not forget lets will help you to digest your food.
as her boss. She expects that girl to has Just appropriated $1,600,000 for a Santa Fe so persistently and so un It is not the
quantity of food taken
build the flres at cock crow and not boulevard ninety miles long and 70 justly.
that gives strength and vigor to the
to quit until the last dish has been feet wide. And Biarritz is not a big
system, but the amount digested and
Late Denver newspapers contain in assimilated. If troubled with a weak
washed in the evening. And all that city by any means. Yet, the expendi'he reasons are ofevtotss
for $3 a week, a room in the attic and ture will soon be repaid indirectly to teresting articles on New Mexico digestion, don't fail to give these Tabcontents
of
books
based
the
the leavings from the table. No won the community. As soon as New Mexupon the
why yoa should patronie
lets a trial. Thousand have been ben
der there is a servant girl question!
ico counties and towns are convinced "To the Land of Sunshine" and efitted by their use. They only cost
The boss in the printshop does not of this as they ought to be they will "Mines and Minerals of New Mexico" a quarter. For sale by all druggists.
look down upon the devil as an infe build good roads and macadamize which have been sent them by the
Bureau of Immigration. That is the
rior. If anything, he envies that boy, their streets. It pays every time.
CURED CONSUMPTION.
He values his services even if they
very best advertising New Mexico can
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan.,
are not those of a journeyman, for he
The promoters of the Albuquerque possible receive and its value cannot writes: "My husband lay sick for three
knows the devil does the drudgery his
Statehood be over estimated.
Joint
months. The doctors said he had
boss has outgrown and saves the fore- League" are endeavoring to keep be!
We procured a
quick consumption.
When the New Mexican cites an in bottle of Ballard's Hohound
man at least an hour a day which is fore the public. They do not like the
Syrup,
stance
a
wherein
more than sufficient to pay the boy's political obscurity into which they
corporation, doing and it cured him. Tb- - was six years
COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL
should be ago and since then w have always
daily stipend. Would that the average have been plunged of late. The non- business in Albuquerque,
a
to
and
fair
Just
house wife could look upon her ser partisan league business Is to help compelled
pay
t
kept a bottle in the hor. We
W. R. PRICE, Prop.
Telephone No. 17.
vant girl in the same light.
them "bob up" again. Why the people amount of taxes the Albuquerque Jour
do without it. Fe
coughs and
A servant girl's union such as exists of New Mexico should help them is nal squeals, and calls this paper a colds it has no equal." 25c, 60c and $1
As a at Fischer
at Chicago does good in so far that it not clear and what is more, the people blackmailer" and "hold-up.Drug Co.
teaches women the true relation of em do not care to take them up again. squealer, the Albuquerque Journal
Joint Statehood takes the palm. As to doing good for Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the
ployer and employe, Impresses on the The
former that a $3 a week girl will not League" movement is attended by a New Mexico, it is like a mole under
Best and Most Popular.
do the work of a higher priced
ser great deal of humbug and selfishness. the ground.
"Mothers buy it for croupy children,
vant; that as soon as she can do bet- It is not a scheme that appeals, to
railroad men buy it for severe coughs
257 aan Francisco street.
The property owner and resident of and elderly people buy it for la grippe,"
ter work, she must have better pay the sound sense and the patriotic imtrees
to
this city who neglects
Blessed is the woman who has a fair pulses of the people at large.
plant
say Moore Bros., Eldon, Iowa. "We
In front of his property, if the cir sell more of Chamberlain's
ly clean, willing servant girl that is
Cough
satisfied with $3 and only three after
Roswell has the laugh on a good cumstances are such that he can do so, Remedy than any other kind. It seems
fan
Gurios
noons off a week, even if at first she many sections of the Territory. In the does the city and himself an everlast to have taken the lead over several
,
does not know the difference between appropriation law passed' by the 36th ng injury.
othergood brands." There is no quesa skillet and a carpet beater. But Legislative Assembly, the sum of
tion but thi medicine is the best that
Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
how few the women who appreciate a $3,000 was appropriated for a dyke on
Any day in April or in May will do can be procured for coughs and colds,
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
the Hondo River a few miles from the for tree planting In this section. Prop, whether it bj a child or an adult that
peal of such rare value
town of Roswell. As the appropriation erty owners should not fail to take ad- is afflicted. It always cures and cures
The New Mexican's exchanges are stands, it will be paid. The appropria vantage of the next fifty days in that quickly. Sold by all druggists.
complaining of the delay in receiving tions for a dozen or more counties for respect.
INVALUABLE FOR RHEUMATI8M.
freight shipments. One of them tells the relief of sufferers from the floods
r of an alfalfa shipment sent In
I have been suffering for the past
of
and
October
of
last
"
year
September
January
Ohio, City ov Toledo, t
Stats or LtlOAB
few years with a severe attack of
which did not arrive until April. San in the Martin Relief Law, are tied up
Couty.
Frank J. Cheney makes oah that ha is rheumatism and found that Ballard's
ta Fe and Demlng are the only towns In the First Judicial District Court in senior
partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A Snow Liniment was the only
'in the Territory that enjoy the com this county under an Injunction which Co., doing:
business in the City of Toledo'
thing
aforesaid, and tht said that
Dealer In
County
me satisfaction and tended
petition of three railroad systems and prevents the treasurer from carrying firm willandpayState
the sum of ONE HUNDRED to 'gave
alleviate my pains. March 24th,
even In those two towns the delays to out the provisions of the law for the DOLLARS for each and every oase of Catarrh
Furniture. Queen sware, Outtlerj Tinware.
oannot be cured by the use of Hall's 1902,. John C. Degnan, Kinsman, Tils.
freight shipments are often vexatious. time being. Roswell is a lucky town! that
Stoves and Banges.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Catarrh Cure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In my 25c, 60c and $1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.
In other parts of the Territory,
D.
188t).
A.
The Wisconsin legislature has de presence,, this 6th day -of December,
delays are much more proHousehold Goods of All Kinds Sold cd
A. W. GLEASON,
lS.r
Keep your bowels regular by the use
nounced. The railroad companies, it clared consumption an infectious disNotaby Public.
Easy Payments.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
seems, strain every energy toward the ease and has provided for quarantining and acta directly on the blood and mucous
Tablets..
testimonials
For
Send
There
is
for
better.
of
movement of through shipments but all consumptives.
nothing
If vital statistics surfaces the system.
Bay and Sell all kinds of Second HandGooot
free. . .
.
sale by all druggists.
of the
uu roieao,
neglect local shipments, which figure are correct about
if. J. iHJSNisx
',
.
7lin.
all
Sold
by
very largely In the revenues of the population of Wisconsin will have to Take Hall's
and EmfiaimlDg PJctwe
Family Pills for constipation
Supplies for Notaries Public for tale Oufsrtailii
railroad, however. This Is not as It spend the rest of Its life In quaranOhss. Wagner i
should be and a strong protest should tine. The only alternative seems toi
by tie New Mexican Printing Oom- Kealdence 'Phone No. x.
be made to the proper officials.
Advertise your bugimeu. It pyi. P7-be to escape to New Mexico.
Telephone Wo. xo. San Franciaeo Street.
.
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Clearing Sale!

JAP CLARK'S STORY
ABOUT CHASE S DEATH
TOLD BY WITNESSES

I have now a special sale on Calicos for
two weeks 20 yards for $1.00 also have just
received a new line of Ladies Summer Hats.
I carry a large line of Men's Hats and furnishings, Clothing dry goods, Boots and Shoes

(

Details Brought Out at Preliminary
Hearing, Circumstantial and In
terestingAll Witnesses But Gil
bert Family Believe Defendant
Acted in

ladies furnishings, Children's Clothing, Cups,
shoes and etc. My entire line of Carpets and
Rugs, will be sold cheap. My Store has
been moved from the Catron Block to store
formerly occupied by A. C. Ireland's Drug
Storeon San Francisco St.

Self-Defens- e.

MRS. JOHN KOURY.
80UTH

COROjUADO

Santa Fo, N. M., April 17, 1905.
the Editor of the New Mexican:
Friday's issue of your journal contained a telegram from Estancia, New
Mexico, pretending to draw an accurate conclusion from the evidence offered there at the preliminary hearing of Jap L. Clark and W. A.
upon the charge of having killed
and murdered James M. Chase, at Torrance, on the 4th Instant. This conclusion and the history accompanying
it are so unjustified as to demand

SI DE PLAZA.

To

CAPE fr RESTURAJUT

Mc-Kea- n

Beat 25c meal la the city. First Class Service, Evrything neat and clean.
Everything In Season. Kansas City Meats. Short Orders
Served any time Day and Night.

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
A54

San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwrlght Davis Co's Store.
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temp's St. Louis Betr.

All Kinds Of Mineral Water, Mall Orders
Promptly Filled. The,Tade Supplied From
One Bottle to a Carload.

QUAD ALU PE STREET. SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO. Phone No. 38.

AL80 HANDLE BOTTLED

Santa

CA LIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.

Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

via

TORRANCE

QATEWAY.

Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R, R.
Shortest line out of Santa Fe. or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas CityorSt Lolus,,
When you

travel take the

BEST, SAFEST

THE NEW LINK

AND

SHORTEST
ROAD
Pine chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
superb dining
cars.
"BEST ON WHEELS."

Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, E
Paso and all points East.
We also
sell
tickets
-

TO EUROPE.

CONNECTING
G

d

R

,

AT

ALL TH E

RAI LWAY SYSTEMS
OP

- NEW

MEXICO

.

Via the Cunard Steamship
Line, the O.d Dominion
Steamship Company, and
the North German Llo.vd
s
Line.
Fast Freight
Special
Line arranged Ave tp six
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St.. Louis.

es

Shortest lint to El Paso, Mexico, and the southwest. The only
route to California via 8anta Pa Central, El
and
Southern Paolflc
Cloae connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fast
trains for all points east and west. Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library
and Pullman Care of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
first-cla-

TRY OUR ROUTE.

W. H. ANDREWS,

Pres.

,

&

from me as counsel for the accused an
authoritative response, a course which
is unusual to me and one which I am
reluctant to take, in the practice of
Your correspondent's
my profession.
story is unfaithful, not to apply to it a
more descriptive adjective. If he
heard the evidence at all he did not
appreciate its force. In this affair the
press of New Mexico has unconsciously been made the instrument of misrepresentation, in large degree. Many
of the articles which have been published on the subject of Jap L. Clark
have by insinuation and intimation,
and, at times, by direct statement,
sought to portray that individual as
a desperado, while Chase and Ms congeners and pals have been pictured
as representatives of the
element. But
peaceful,
the character of Mr. Clark is an open
book, and his hosts of friends and supporters among the best men of the
Territory indicates that it is good. The
character of Chase and his associates
is not a closed book. But a misled
press can prejudice the public mind,
and Clark and McKean should not be
prejudged upon the basis of false reports. Chase, at the time of his death
was not a deputy sheriff of Torrance
County. He tried to secure the apreasons failed. It
pointment but-fo- r
is not true that McKean has been unable to furnish bond. He was given
no opportunity to do so, although his
friends will supply it In any amount.
The decision of the justice of t he
peace was not rendered until about
noon. The commitments for Clark and
McKean ordered1 their confinement in
the common jaJil of Tojrance County,
but against the protests of their counsel and friends they were hurried
away to' the city of Santa Fe without the warrant of any judgment or
writ, and, as to McKean, in spite of
the offer of his friends to make the
bond without delay. Within an hour
after the court's decision the accused were on board train for this city.
To say nothing about the removal of
men from the county In which they
were ordered to be confined, the haste
of the sheriff, under the direction of
the Justice of the peace, was not commendable. Such contempt for the
rights of the citizen and such assumption of enlarged powers by a petty
magistrate are fortunately rare, but
when the evidence in this case is considered the method pursued Is significant. Clark was committed to the
county jail of Torrance County, not to
the penitentiary, by the justice of the
peace. It is not true that several witnesses testified that McKean fired at
Chase; two did so testify, Lily
and Julia Garvin, sisters of
Charles Gilbert, whom Clark and McKean had been prosecuting before the
criminal couTts on various charges for
a long time. But these witnesses were
five hundred yards away from the
place where they say McKean stood
when he aimed and fired1, and they are
contradicted by four witnesses who
were right on the ground as well as
by the circumstance. These women
themselves place McKean at a distance of three hundred yards from
themselves when they say he shot at
Chase. The testimony of Julius Meyer
shows the incredible and uncredltable
nature of the testimony of Lily
and Julia Garvin. The doctor
did not testify that Chase was shot in
the back, nor did anyone else so testify. Nobody testified that Chase was
moving away from Clark or McKean
when he was shot or when he was
overkilled, and the
throw any such contention. The general trend of the testimony did not inand McKean had
dicate that-Clarpremeditated their act and that the
d
and delibershooting was
ate, but to the contrary, as will be
seen. I have complete transcript of
the testimony as it was recorded by
the typewriter and In addition I have
verbatim stenographic notes of por
tions of the proceedings outside of
what the typewriter wrote down. The
hearing was remarkable in many respects, and the first notable Incident
occurred when the Justice of the
peace announced, with some show of
petulance, that he was representing'

G. F.

Gen'l Manaoer.
J A. KNOX.

P. fi

Traveling F. and P.

cold-bloode-

A the Territory, although defendants' ;

counsel had led themselves to believe
that he was acting judicially and
therefore impartially. The second notable incident occurred when the justice of the peace uttered these words,
in giving his reasons for what he was
going to do: "I believe that this evi
dence will justify me in committing
Mr. Clark. The evidence shows that
Mr. Clark was the aggressor (in an
While Mr,
attempted fist fight).
Chase fired the first shot, and while
the evidence shows that he fired four
other shots, neither of these shots
were at a vital part. On the other
hand, all of Mr. Clark shots that took
effect, as near as I can decide, were
in vital places. There is evidence
mentioned of a bullet in the leg of
Chase, but the pants don't show any
bullet hole in the leg." Is It permissible to ask whether this mean3 that
Mr. Clark should be held, without bail,
because Chase was a bad marksman
and Clark a better one? In other
words, does it mean that if Chase had
been the better shot, and his bullets
had hit Clark In a vital spot and
killed him, then Clark, though dead,
should be admitted to bail?
' Lily McFarland Testfies.
An accurate digest of the testimony
on the part of the Territory follows:
Lily McFarland: "The only one I
saw shooting was Mr. McKean
at Mr. Chase and Mr. Gilbert, I sup
or ninety
pose. It was eighty-fiv- e
steps (from McKean to Chase) when
McKean fired Ho (Chase) did not
say where (he wa3 shot) but he
showed me the places
The
first one went in right here, (indicating to the left of the navel and below). The next one right here (indiWe found
cating the left hip)
a 30:40 bullet in his (Chase's) bed,"
Where were you at that time
(when McKean fired?) "At the Garvin
house." How far is that? "Well, I
am not sure, but think it must be
I could
three hundred yards.
only see him (McKean) from the
waist up."
Clark Tries to Use His Fist.
Lon Smart: "When I first saw them
(Clark and Chase) they were between
the store and the saloon
they
were walking along together talking.
I next saw Mr. Chase pull his
gun, I was about thirty yards from
I did not see that he
them.
(Clark) had any gun at all.
He had a gun when the shooting came
off."
Did you see him fire that
revolver at Mr. Chase?
"Yes, sir."
Were they close together? "About
Who fired
twenty feet apart."
the first shot? "Mr. Chase."
Did Mr. Chase fire more than one
shot? "Chase fired five shots. Clark
Did you see McKean
fired five."
Chase
fire any shots? "No, sir,
was walking in the lead of Clark,
threw his hand back to his hip pocket, and in a
position,
drew his gun, pointed at Mr. Clark and
fired, Chase whirling to the left as he
drew his gun."
Chase fired the
first shot of the whole fusillade? "Yea
Did he (McKean) at that
sir."
time or at any other time up to the
moment when Mr. Chase walked towards his room have any gun or rifle?
Lid he fire any shots
"No, sir."
at any time at or toward Mr. Chase?
"He was standing beyond the
Mr. Clark
men doing nothing.
made an attempt to hit Mr. Chase but
He
I don't know what with.
(Chase) had been backing back for a
ways; then whirled and fired.
I never saw him exactly when he was
backing. They were walking along together when Chase whirled, pulled his
Do you say that
gun and shot."
Mr. Clark pursued Mr. Chase? How
far? "I never saw him pursuing Mr.
From where I was It
Chase.
looked as If Mr. Clark was going to
hit Mr. Chase with his fist" Clark
may have had a pistol In his hand ami
you didn't see it? "I didn't see it.
He (Clark) would strike at
him (Chase)
this way (Indicating
full forward stroke or punch with the
arm.) Mr. Chase was facing him when
he struck at him; then Mr. Chase
made several steps forward;
then
whirled
and Jerked his gun."
Did Mr. Chase appear to be trying to
get away from him? 'jNo, sir; Mr.
Clark did not seem to he chasing Mr.
Chase. They were walking along toIs It not a fact
gether talking."
that Mr. Chase was trying to get away
all the time when Clark was firing at
him? "Did not look to me as though
he was trying to get away. It looked
to me as If they were having a Business conversation at first."
Did he (Chase) seem to want to urge
on. the trouble? "I didn't hear any
g
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THE WABASH IMPROVING.
THE WABASH IN THE LEAD.
Joint Agent Norton, who represented
In line with its policy of Improvetwenty St. Louis terminal lines during ment in passenger service, the Wabash
the World's Fair, has made a state- line has uniformed its Cafe Car Walt-er- s
ment of the number of tickets passing
on the "Banner Blue Limited" bethrough the validating office, which!
shows one-fiftc' the total number tween St. Louis and Chicago, with
white Tuxedo coats and low cut black
handled were Wabash tickets.
vests. The new uniform is very striking and attractive.
Advertise, it pays.
j

h

Fresh Flowers all the Time I

M

Fresh Fruits in Season

I

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the 01dChurch, Santa Fe, N. M.

Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations, Floral
Designs. - Telephone No. 12, P. O. Box 457.
.

(Continued en Page Six.)
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Jessup, of Dsnver, was a caller
today upon the groeers of Santa Fe.

J. S. Brown, Chicago dry goods mi
called on the trade In Santa Fe today
Jj.o Hersch and wif. left the city
Saturday for a short visit in Albuquer
que.
Of AH
D. J. Herron, the meat salesman from
Las Vegas, was a business visitor today
in Santa Fe.
D. Y. Wheeler, drug salesman, was in
Santa Fe todav from Dtnver, and called
Now ready and dis- on his tiade.
Mrs. Frank Zink and Mrs. A. Fike, of
played for yoar In- Estancia, were shopping: in Santa Fe
spection. The new this morning.
J. II. Robinson, of New York, is in
ORGANDIES,
the city looking after the interests of a
large publishing house.
VOILES,
B. II. McKenzle left Saturday, via the
FANCY MERCER- Santa
Fe, for California, where he will
IZED LINENS
spend a part of the summer.
A.
representing a wholesale
here are being; admir- groceryM.nnet,
house of Las Vegas, called toed by every woman day on his trade in Santa Fe.
enters the store. A. E. Manby,of Taos, receiver of the
business of Isaac
spnt the
On all sides the one day in Santa Fe onSantlstevan,
business.
Mrs. Florence Jensen, of flisbee, Arivoice is:
zona, was in Santa Fe this morning
"BEAUTIFUL."
enroute to Durango, Colorado.
employed in the Santa
Have you seen this FeF. C. Burnet,
shops at Albuquerque, was In the
gathering? ,. If not, Capital City today on business.
come. They range in J. F. Thomas, ot Manassa, Colorado,
who Is buying sheep in the Territory,
was registered at the Claire today.
price per yard from
Judge John R. McFle returned this
His
afternoon from Mesilla Park.
daughter, Amelia, accompanied him.
E. L. Stevens, of Denver, was In the
Because of my splen
'
!
this morning looking after the Incity
did preparations to terests
of a wholesale dry goods house.
ot the Ernest Spitz, general merchandise
meet the
SEASON salesman from Las Vegas, was this
a business visitor in Santa Fe.
mani morning
Hon. Solomon Luna was in Albuquer
yotf will find
fest spring awakening in my store, Every section has que Saturday on a flying trip from his
ranches in Magdalena, Socorro
blossomed oat with the richest materials, the smartest sheep
county.
Dr. U.K. Still well and wife, of Den
styles and the rarest bargains of the year.
who are
a trip throughou
ver,
Everything needfol to pot you in accord with the spirit the southwest,making
are registered at th
.

Descriptions At

that

35c. tip to 75c.

Sagas'

wants
EASTER

a

Come at the earliest
moment
and give me a trial.
possible
of oy that nature now assumes

NATHAN SALBON
SUCCESSOR TO SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN.

San Fran cisco St

Wholesale and Retail.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI
Fine Line

lev

Furnllure, Oueensvare, Etc.
All kinds of Second

Hand HouseholdGoods
Fine
Picture Molding,
o

'TiTTr

o

.JUL.

irfffftff

Matting, etc.

Call and see his new
line of Iron Beds at
very low price.
Goods sold on easy payments.

WALL PAPER
Our New Stock of Wall Paper
has arrived and is ready for your
inspection.- - It is the most beautiful line ever shown in Santa Fe.
It will pay you to call and get
first choice. Remarkable prices
prevail.

M.I mm m.

228 San Francisco Street.

.We have

store

Santa Fe, N. M.

Palace.
A. L. Sanchez and David Armijo, wh

are attending St. Michatl's College
spent Sunday at tholr home in Aibu

Fe were so far above any other place he
had seen that he would like to come
hunk and snend the remainder Of hl8
life here.
Marcus C. de Baca, of Sandoval, pro
bate clerk ot Sandoval County, spent
thsdaylnthe city on official business
Mr. Baca Is preparing the county re
cords for the removal of the county seat
from the town of Sandoval to Bernalillo
The removal will take place May 5th,
and thereafter the county officials of
Sandoval county will have their head'
ouarters and offices in the town of
Bernalillo.
J. B. Mayo, of Albuquerque, President of the Old Reliable Mining Company at Golden, who has been several
davs In this city on legal business, left
yesterday for his home. Mr. Mayo ex
pects that the legal difficulty in the way
of working the mines of The Old Re
liable Mining Company will soon be
straleht.ned out and that work on its
claims will then be resumed. As soon
as this happens, Mr. Mayo and family
will again become residents of Golden,
and this county.
E. H. Gilllsple, a farmer of Seymour,
Texas, arrived in the city yesterday en
route to San Juan County, whither be
goes to examine into conditions with a
view of locating. Several families in
the vicinity of Seymour are lorfking
towards New Mexico in order to I in mi
grate to this Territory. If things are
favorable they will come here and settle
either In San Juan County or in the
Estancia Valley. Mr. Gillispie was a
caller at the Bureau of Immigration,
and was furnished literature ar.d a map
as well as verbal Information and

Established

Incorporated

1903.

Seiigftiaii Bfos.' Co.

KNOWLES, STRIKE LEADER,
AGAIN IN TROUBLE.
Last night a freight train ran into a
pile of ties near Bernalillo and narrowly
escaped being completely wrecked. L.
R. Knowles, who has already obtained
considerable notoriety in police ci'clfs,
has been arrested on the charge of
placing the ties on the track". He was
committed to the Albuquerque jail in
default of 81,000 bonds and was given a
preliminary hearing today. Two hours
after the freight train struck the pile of
ties another pile was found near the
same place and this latter was discovered just in time to save passenger train
No. 8 from being ditched. Knowies will
try to prove an alibi, although he was
arrested In the vicinity of Bernalillo
soon after the ties were discovered.

querque.
S. H. Brake, of Denver, called on the
grocers of Santa Fe today in the inter
ests of a wholesale grocery and provi BELONGS TO ORGANIZED
GANG OF RUSTLERS
sion house.
Jo E. Sheridan, United States mine
Santiago Garcia was tried In district
court
at Albuquerque Saturday and
inspector, from Silver City, was in Santa
Fe this morning enroute to the Tlagan found guilty of stealing four cows from
a widow near Chillll. It is believed tbat
coal mines.
O. M. Falrchild, representing a St. Garcia belongs to an organized gang of
Louis silk house, called on the dry rustlers which has been committing
goods merchants and milliners of the numerous depredations in the Manzano
country. By some it Is thought that
Capital City today.
Capt. W. E. Dame, clerk of the 2nd this gang was instrumental In bringin
Judicial District court, accompanied by about the death of the late Col.
Mrs. Dame, both of Albuquerque, f pen Franco. Chaves.
yesterday in the city. R. Romero, who has a contract for
Keep your business ever before the
publio by advertising In your home
furnishing ties for the Beien cut-of- f
was in Santa Fe today, enroute from success in any honest enterprise.
Chillll to Albuquerque.
Mrs. Lenora Carpenter, of Des Moines
H. S. DU VAL, C. E.
Iowa, who has been at the Sanitarium
Bonded Civil Engineer.
for several weeks, returned to her home
S. Society of Civil En
Fe.
via
Santa
the
Saturday,
gineers.
Jose Sixto Lopez and family, of Teco
Ten
Years
State
Engineer of Florida
in
ware
to
enroute
the
lote,
city today
Over Railroad Construction. .
Durango, Colorado, where they will
visit relatives for several weeks.
George A. Fleming, assistant secre Hon. H. C. Crawford. Sec. State to
I. Sparks, of Santa Fe:
lary of the Territory, left the city this
It has been my pleasure to kno
afternoon for a short business trip to
Las Vegas. He expects to ret'irn to. Capt. H. S. DuVal for more than 20
years as a man of unblemished char
morrow.
acter,
standing at the head of his pro.
S. H. Elkins, postmaster of Columbia
fession in this state as a civil engin
Missouri, was in th city today, en route eef.
to his home, after an inspection trip In
the southern part of Santa Fe County,
Mr. DuVal is prepared to install city
where he is Interested in mining claims
water and sewer works. Surveying,
E. H. Hemus, claim adjuster of the
irrigation and the location of home
Santa Fe with headquarters at Colorado steads.
Springs, was in the city todav enrolite
from Albuquerque to Embudo, on the
Denver and Rio Grande, where he has
claims to adjust.
R. Leslie, formerly a clerk in the
offices of the Santa Fe Central in this
city, but who is now ranching and do
nga general merchandise business In If
you have any chairs to cane, call
the Pecos valley, is in the city renewing
old acquaintances.
on Mrs. E. C. Rlddley at 103 Quads
Ernest Q. Miller, engineer for the
tape 8treet, Santa Fa, N. M.
Irrigated Lands Investment Company,
will
which company
develop the re
sources of the Lovato Land Grant In
Rio Arriba County, attended to business
today In this city. The headquarters
of the company is in Kansas City. Mr.
A few more pupils can be accommo
Miller was registered at the Palace.
A. S. Jones, who has been in Santa Fe
dated In the Stenography Class. Bonn
for four or five months In search of relief from asthma, left on Sunday, via Pitman system taught.. For terms,
the Santa Fe Central, for his home In
etc., call on or address Mrs. Robert
London, Ohio. Mr. Jones stated that
(he climate and surroundings rf Santa Montoya, City.

1856.

Men's, Youths', Children's
Clothing.
The Manufacturer's GUARANTEE goes with

every garment,

Satisfaction or

Money Back.
Phone 36.

P. O. Box 219.

For Half aCeniury tne leading Dry Roods House of me Gitg

OTTO RETSCH, Propr.
''

...

The Plaza Restaurant
Situated

in

the Catron Block.

Clubs and Lodges
Will

please Leave Orders for Lunches,
tertainments, etc.

En- -

Everything Furnished
Dishes, etc, and Deliver to pkces, desired

or

Strictly First Class
Lunches Prepared and Served in all Styles

.

cnairs

Hired

Keep on advertising.

Most people read them.

THE OLD CURIO STORE

J. S.OANDELAHIO
801

San Franolico St.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Indian and Pfexican Curios
Our stock Is the largest in the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money-Afteyou have visited other stores and obtained
prices, call on us and get our

Learn Stenography

r

prlceaMMk.

,

.

t9X

We are here to stay." We are not closing on
stock, bnt increasing it every day. This is the
oldest established native curio store in Santa Pe.
146 We like the business and you will always find as at
the OXJ STAND ready to please yon.

just received a fresh supply of Huyler's and 6unther's Candies and lots
of it. It pays to buy the best "not how cheap but how good"

5

Santo Fe New Mexican, Monday, April 17, 1 905.
orders for Remington machines, the
best In the market, promptly and

fill

miHOR

CITY TOPICS

The Santa Fe Central yesterday sold
to Lodovico Napoleon, a ticket via the
Santa Fe Central, El Paso & Northand Chicago, Rock Island &
eastern,
second-hanbicyFor sale, cheap, a
Pacific to New York, and then via the
office.
Mexican
New
cle; Inquire at the
North German Steamship Company to
I suffered for a long time with a bad
Several parties of hunters were out a point 55 miles east of Rome,
case of Catarrh, and took a great deal of
Italy.
wore
them
lucky
medicine without any benefit.
yesterday and a few of
A picked team composed of L.
I had a continual headache, my cheeks
enough to get several ducks.
A. Muniz, O. Muniz, H. Blea, P.
had grown purple, my nose was always
The Fraternal Union of America, Pino, E. Ortiz, A. Chavez, P.
i
topped up, my Dreath had a sickening and
Lodge No. 259, will meet this evening at
and A. Alderete, went to Lamy disgusting odor, and I coughed incessantly
8 o'clock In th9 lodge rooms of the
I heard of your S S S. and wrote you
yesterday and defeated the team of
that place in a hotly contested base T commenced (o use it, and after taking
Knights of Pythias.
several bottles I was cured and have
There was another heavy frost this ball game, by a score of 6 to 5.
never since had the slightest symptom of
from
but
In
Santa
Fe,
reports
visitors
morning
The following persons were
Miss Mary L. Storm.
the disease.
the
vegeta- at the rooms of the Historical Society
the gardeners Indicate that
Cor. 7th & Felix St , St. Joseph, Mo.
tion was not Injured.
yesterday. Karl Mayer, Denver; L. D.
wneelmg, W. Va., May 29, 1903.
The warm bright sunshine of yester- Valdez, Las Cruces; S. V. Varela, AlI had Nasal Catarrh for years for which I
Mrs.
F.
Mr.
J.
and
a
Miller,
number
buquerque;
used S. S. S. with very gratifying results.
day afternoon brought goodly
to the Plaza to listen to the concert by Waukegan, Illinois; F. J. Helwig, I tried local applications for some time,
Pueblo; M. M. GUlman, San Francis- and getting no permanent relief I came to
Perez's First Cavalry Band.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherrah, Chicago; me conclusion that the seat of the trouble
co;
was
horse
an
There
exciting
quite
G. Miller, Kansas City; Jay Tur- was in the blood Knowing S. S. S. to be
E.
race In Santa Fe, Sunday, in which an
good blood medicine I began its use,
ley, Santa Fe.
and after using it for some little while it
ordinary hack horse beat a fine driving
did away entirely with the offensive muanimal belonging to a citizen.
cus in the nostrils, and I did not have to
IMPROVEMENTS
IMPORTANT
Juan Pacheco left the city today In
FORT BAYARD. hawk and spit, especially in the morning,
AT
to dislodge the catarrbal matter.
charge of ten men to work on the conThe United States government is
1627 South St
Fred H PRH3SV.
struction of the Denver & Rio Grande
and
extension from Durango to Farming-ton- . making many important changes
The
secretions and foul mucus that
improvements at the General Hospital ire filthy
back into the
continually
for tuberculosis at Fort Bayard. New throat, find theirdropping
way into the stomach
One of the Santa Fe's fast freight
rewd are absorbed into the blood." Catarrh
buildings are constantly going up,
trains, which passed through Lamy Satthen becomes conto old barracks are being made,
pairs
Its
of
as
a
had
composition the
part
urday,
stitutional, and the
of the reserva
conditions
sanitary
seven cars of fresh oysters consigned to
only way to get rid
tion are being greatly improved, and
of it is through the
Los Angeles.
every thing Is being done to make the
blood. Write us if
his
moved
P.
J.
Victory
City Attorney
hosDital a first class institution of Its
you have Catarrh,
office today from the Dlbert building,
Kind. The latest Improvements are in
and
our physici250
No.
to
No. 113 San Francisco Street,
the form of a disinfecting chamber and
ans will advise you
San Francisco Street, where he will
The con
sewage purification plant.
without charge.
have his office hereafter.
been awarded and The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga
both
have
tracts
for
the
Owing to an oversight Saturday
The
commenced.
work has
name of Dr. David Knapp was omitted disinfection already
of the bedding and other
In
the
from the list of officers Installed
articles used by the patients will now
MARKET REPORT.
was Installed as
Elks. Dr.

cATAffl

d

Seasonable (Goods
For the
Springtime

Pa-dlll-

Bordar-dinell-

-

Knapp

Esteemed Lecturing Knlgbt.
Copies of the new Livery Stable Law,
printed on card board, are for sale at
the New Mexican printing office. Under
the law every livery stable keeper must
have a copy of It promlnent'y displayed
at his stable. Call or send to the Haw
Mexican Printing Company for a copy
of

the new statute.
The quail season

open only for the
months
October, November and
December, but reports are coming in
from all over the Territory that the law
These
is being totalljS disregarded.
birds are mating now, and any one found
guilty of shooting them should be
vigorously dealt with. The game laws
should be rigidly enforced.
Santa Fe Is to have more cloudy
weather and occasional rains tonight
and Tuesday, according to the forecast
from the local office here. The maximum temperature on Saturday was 56
at 3:30 In the afternoon, and the mint- UJUIU VH j) All U iU IUD uiuiuiligi
mean was 44 and the relative humidity
was 61 per cent. Sunday the maximum
was not so high, only reaching 53 at
3:40 In the afternoon, but the mercury
did not fall as low as on Saturday, the
minimum being 39 at midnight of the
15th-10tThe mean for Sunday was
46 and the relative humidity 53 per cent.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 34.
George Draun, who has been sick for
several weeks, is able to be out.
The baseball game yesterday between the Indians and the college resulted in a victory for the college by
the score of 14 to 10. .'
Good desk room for rent to Al man-Gooopening for hustler. For furIs

of

h.

be accomplished by the use of a huge,
chamber or cylinder, through
which hot, compressed air Is forced
The sewage purification plant is what
Is known as the Septic Tank System
and has proven, In many places, superior to any system for the disposal of
sewage. The crude sewage Is carried
into a septic tank, and Is delivered to
an aerating filter bed as a liquid. After
flowing through the filter bed it is discharged as water about 98 per. cent
pure. Other improvements are conteui
plated, that when finished, will make
the Fort Bavard Sanitarium, second to
none for the treatment of pulmonary
troubles.
air-tig-

GRANT COUNTY SHEEP
IN GOOD CONDITION.
J. L. Osborne, G. T. Oreech and R. L.
Washburne, government Inspectors in
the employ of the Bureau of Animal Industry, have just finished their Inspec
tion of the sheep that are allowed to
graze on the Gila Forest Reserve, and
report the sheep In good condition and
but very little scabbies among them.
The Inspectors encountered three feet
of snow in the Mogollon mountains, as
a result of the snow storm of the first
of April, but state that the sun Is rapid
:
ly melting It.

NEW EQUIPMENT FOR
AMERICAN LUMBER CO.
General Manager S. C. Jackson, of the
American Lumber Company at Albuquerque, has just purchased an 80 ton
engine of the mogul type and 30 new
logging cars. The saw mill department
has resumed operations after an enforced idleness due to inability to get
ther particulars address "X" Post-offic- timber from" the mountains, and it Is
Santa Fe, N. M.
expected that the mill will soon be
Indians from San Ildefonso and turning out from 350,000 to 300,000 feet
hours.
Santa Clara were seen on the streets of lumber every twenty-fou- r
of the Capital City- - today. These Indians expect a successful year.
RED LETTER DAY
IN ALAMOGORDO.
Through the courtesy, politeness
and especial care given to passengers,
Sunday was a red letter day for the
the passenger traffic on the 'Santa Fe
Central and Rock Island System is sporting "element of Alamogordo.
There was a shoot between the El
largely Increasing.
Paso and Alamogordo Gun Clubs; a
The ladies of the Guadalupe Church base ball game
between El Paso and
will, on Wednesday evening, April 26, the Alamo Railway Club; a fight begive a Spanish supper and sale of use- tween El Paso and Alamogordo game
ful articles. Supper will be from 5 to
cocks; a badger fight, a match pool
7, at the Post Hall.
game, and1 two or three horse races.
On the inaide pages of today's issue A large crowd of "sports" was in at
will be found a digest of the evidence tendance.
taken in the preliminary hearing of
Clark and McKean, who are charged WARRANTS SERVED ON
with the murder of James Chase.
THE SALOON MEN.
On
District
GroAttorney Frank
Saturday
The meeting of the Wholesale
cers Association of New Mexico, which W. Clancy filed Information against
was to have been held in this city Sat- eight Albuquerque saloon men, charg
urday, was postponed, because of the In- ing them with violations of the Sunday
ability of several members to get here. law. Warrants were served on part of
The New Mexican Printing Com- these Informations and Mr. Clancy
pany le the agent of the Remington stated that probably twenty additional
Typewriter Company and is ready to Informations would be filed today.
e,

.
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liarsapariTTaTTTeoc
1 ne

tors' Sarsaptriiia.

tested ana

tried Sarsaparilla. The
that makes rich, red blood;
strengthens the nerves; builds

jujthewhjolevsten

Remember

Sarsapa-rill- a

MONEY

We carry a

full line of

these implements. Also Harrows, Cultivators, etc.
We have a

large stock Poultry Netting. All sizes.

Wagons.

We have inducements to offer in oui Wagon Department as we carry a full line. See the goods and get

our prices before buying elsewhere.

The Great
West

has been made since the first
Studebaker wagon was made.
Indeed tlio Studebaker wagon

i

helped to make the West. It has
been one of the most efficient aids
to the advancement of civilization
by making transportation easy for
the pioneer. Many of the first men
in the West took the Studebaker
witli them. They are still buying
Studebakers, having learned their
value by experience. The Studethan ever
baker is better
y

before.
Studebakers also make a full line of all
kindH nf vphinlns. harness, etc. They
control entire output of the World BuKgy
I Co. aud make the f,lzzor Line" of vehicles.
All dealers handle Studebaker goods.
Write us for catalogues, etc

Seeds.

Our stock of Alfalfa, Blue
Grass, Peas, Beets, Onion Srudeba.ker Bros. Mfg. Co.
South Bend, Irvd.
Sets; also package seeds for u
WESTERN ItEPOSlTORIESi
CaL
Portland, Oregoa. II
Bait Luke City, I tab.
the Garden, are all fresh and 8u Franclnco,
of the best quality

Wind Mills

!L

as"

p"- -

Sample mills in stock.

OUR STOCK OF GARDEN TOOL8
IS COMPLETE.

AND METAI

New York, April 17. Money on call,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
3
steady, M
percent. Prime mer- Department of the Interior, Land Of
Silver
434 per cent.
cantile paper 4
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 23,
57.
1905.
New York, April 17. Lead and copNotice is hereby given that the
per quiet and steady unchanged.
settler has filed-- , notice
GRAIN.
to make final proof in
his
intention
of
Chicago, 111., April 17. Close, Wheat,
support of his claim, and that said
May, U4K; July, 87.
proof will be madebefore Register or
CornMay, 47; July, 47.
Receiver at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
Oats, May, 29; July,
PORK, LARD AND RISS.
May 1, 1905, viz: Juan Martinez y
SW
H. E. No. 5344, for the E
Pork, Mav $12.00; July, 81 2.83.
Sec. 21, T.
SE
and the W
Lard, May 87.22; July, 87.40.
17 N, R 12 E, N. M. P. M.
Ribs, May, $6.97; July, 87.27.
He names the following witnesses
WOOL MARKET.
to
Drove his continuous residence upon
is
17.
Wool,
St. Louis, Mo., April
and cultivation of said land, viz:
dull.
23
GuadaluDe LoDez. of Pecos. N. M
Territory and western medium,
17. Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, N. M,
18; fine, 15
23; fine medium, 17
STOCK MARKETS.
Justo Martinez, of Pecos, N. M,
New York, April 17. Closing stocks, Apolonio Martinez, of Pecos; N. M.
Now York
MANUEL It. OTERO,,
Atchison, 89M; pfd., 103
143)6;
Central, 158K; Pennsylvania,
Register.
Southern Pacific, 67; Union Pacific,
134K; pfd., 99; Auialgameted Copper,
Notice for Publication.
37; pfd., 104.
87; U. S. Steel,
nensrtment of the Interior. United
LIVE STOCK.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.'M.,
Kansas City, Mo., April 17. Cattle
11, 1905.
April
southreceipts, 8,000, including 2,000
Notice
is hereby given that on May
erns; steady to active.
the following plats will be
1905,
17th,
Native steers, 84.50
$6.40; southern
$0.00; southern cows, filed In this office: townships 5 and 6,
steers, $4.00
$2.75
$4.75; native cows and heifers, ranges 7, 8 and6, all north and east;
$2.50
$5.65; stockers and feeders, and that on or after the above date
84.7; the land office will be ready to receive
$3.25 (3 $5.25; bulls, 82.75
$6.25; western fed steer,
calves, $3.25
for entry in said town
$6.40; western fed cows $3.50 applications MANUEL R. OTERO,
$5.00
ships.
$5.25.
Register,
Sheep receipts 4,ooo steady.
$6.00: lambs, $5 75;
Muttons, $4.50
"A POINTER."
$6.00;
$6.4C; range wethers, 85.00
85.65.
fed ewes, $4.50
Good whisky brightens p a sluggish
Chicago, 111., April 17 Cattle receipts, brain: bad whisky will make a slug- 27,000, steady.
out of you. "Uncle Sam" Joins us
Good to prime steers, 80.00
$0.75; eard
In
"ou only the purest at
stockers
assuring
to
$5.75;
$4.60
medium,
poor
"THH CLUB.
$2.60
cows,
$5.10;
and feeders, $2.50
$6.00 canners,
$5.60; heifers, $3.00
$4.90;
$3.00; bulls, $2.50
$1.60
$7.00.
calves, $3.00
Supplies for Notaries! Publlo for sale
Sheep receipts 25,000, steady to 10 by the New Mexican Printing Com
cents lower.
Good to choice wethers, $5.60
$6.05; pany.
85.50;
fair to choice mixed, $4.50
western sheep, $4.50
INDIAN SUPPLIES- .$5.85; native
ROP03ALS FOR
nf
Tnt.n. Offtnn IS,
$7.35; western lambs,
lambs, $4.50
D. C, Maroh
Indian
'
affairs,
Washington.
$7.85.
$4.50
Indorsed
1905.
Sealed
"Proposals
proposals.
..
. I
ma., ha nnri
for DBWi liuur, rw. Mumunwuio;
Af
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES. directed to the Commissioner of Indian 111..
south uanai street, (jnicasjo,
fairs,
1 o'olook,
received
until
p.
will
be
p., of
Forecast for New Mexico: Partly
April 25, 1905. for furnishing for the
beans,
cloudy tonight and Tuesday with occa- Tuesday.
bacon,
beef.
'flour,
Indian Service,
sional rains.
coffee, sugar, rice. te, and othr artlples of
baking
Eastern Colorado: Showers tonight; subsistence; also for groceries, soap,
agricultural Implements,
powder, crockery,
probably clearing Tuesday; warmer nalnta
nils, srlaas. tinware, waerons. harness.
etc.. school
leather, shoe findings, .saddlery,
Tuesday.
a long list of miscellaneous
western Colorado: fartiy ciouay to supplies, and
articles, sealed proposals, inaorsou
hardware, etc.." as
night and Tuesday with occasional rain 1L. for rubber
... K - goods,
.1 .1 innn.nJ n t,n flVtmm lO- or snow.
B02 South Seventh
Indian
of
Affairs,
sioner
Saturday the thermometer registered
St. Louis, Mo., win De receiveu uhih
as loiiews: Maximum temperature, no street,
1 o'clock p. m., of Thursday,
April 27, 1905.
. .V
.
e
I .I. l
r
.nhhM,
iuui.ii QmuIm
lur ,uo TnJI.n
degrees, at 3:20 p. m.; minimum 32 lur iuruiBuuijs
and
boots
shoes, hardware, and med
degrees, at 6:00 a. m. The mean tem goods,
ical supplies, sealed proposals, inuorwu
for blankets, woolen and cotton
perature for the 24 hours was 44 degrees, "Proposals
Relative humidity, 61 per cent.
goods, clothing, etc.," as the oaie may be.
Yesterday tbe thermometer registered Affairs. Nos. 1 Wooster street. New York
as follows: Maximum temperature, 53 Vity,
will bereoeived until i ooiock. p.m.. i
May 16. 190.1, for furnishings for the
degrees, at 3:40 p. m.; minimum, 39 Tuesday,Service
blankets, woolen and cotton
Indian
mean
The
degrees, at midnight
goods, clothing, notions, hats and caps . Bids
temperature for the 24 hours was 46 de- must be made out on Government blanks.
giving all necessary information
grees. Relative humidity, 53 per cent. Schedules
bidders will be furnished on aoplipatlpn
Heavy deposit 01 irost mis morning for
to the Indian Office, Washington. D.C.. the
Wooster
but no apparent Injury to vegetation.
U. S. Indian warehouses,
South Canal
New York, City;
Temperature at e:im a. m. tooay, at street,
815 Howard street,
streett Chicago, 111.
degrees.
Omaha. Neb.: 602 South Seventh street, St.
Louis. Mo,, 23 Washington street, "an FranCARD OF THANKS.
cisco, Cal. ! the Commissaries of Subsistence,
and St. Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. William Griffin desire to U.S. A., at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Minn; the Quartermaster, U. S. A., Seattle,
express their appreciation and thanks Wash. : and the postmasters at Sioux City,
to the many friends who so kindly Bidi will be opened at the hour and days
ann Diaaers are inyiwu w
assisted them during the Illness and af- auove stated,
The Department represent at the opening.
of
ot
their daughter. They serves the fight to determine the point or
ter tbe death
and to reject any and all Jlds,
are especially appreciative of the many delivery
B.
LEUPP,
any part of any bid. F.
beautiful flowers which were given.

San

Francisco-Street-

Telephone No. a6.

.

H. S. KAUNE

Fancy Groceries,

Lu-cer-

a.

Floti, Hay

1--

1-- 2

CO.

Staple and

1-- 2

4,

&,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

and Grain.
Cfioice

Delicacies

In Lenten foods of all kinds in Canned Sea foods,
Salmon. Shrimps. Lobsters, and other Canned Fish,
we have fresh and delicious. Our Clam Bouillon, Clam
Juice and Clams will be found very appetizing and
nourishing on fast days, and our Jams. Jellies, Preserves and Marmalades are of Exquisite f lavor and as
fine as anything that "Mother used to make." Baltimore Oysters every Wednesdav and Friday, Fresh
Lake Fish every Friday, fresh Vegetables twice a
week Primrose Butter Etc.

Papers

Paiily

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. JACOB WELTMER .

F

1

11

;ru-posa-

1

17

vears Experience.

Telephone
Office

8

J. L.

128.

at Exchange Stables

VAJI ARSDELL

it

and Baggage
Hacks
i
(ft
!

Feed Stable In Connection.

u

ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P.

"U"ANN

& CO.'S OFFICE.

15-1-

P. F.

119-1-

265-2- 67

:'

s

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wines tor Family Use.

8PECIA1TIB3

Old Crow, McBrayer,
Old Jordan and Mono.
and
Paxton,
Taylor
Rye,
gram, Ky , Whiskies.

OUR

Guck-enheim-

er

SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE

we rap an "up to now" Drug Store where you can And everything usually kept in a first
class drug store. Look for the red front.

A

--

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, April 7, J 905
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yean
year (o mat April I begau taking Caaeareu
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for constipation. In
the course of a week 1 noticed
to
the piles began
and at the end of six
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trouble me at all. Oaacaret.
nave done wonders forme. I am entirely
cured and
feel like a new man," George Kryder.
NaDoleon. O.

We want to
which Is the defendants? "Not that day; before
that I did; somewhere about three or
four weeks before,
KINDLING, cut any desired size.
at Mr.
d careful attention. Office: Garfield Chase's room in Torrance.
The Dowels
Mr.
'Phone No. 85, Santa Fe, N. M.
Chase asked me if that wasn't Mr.
Jap. Clark, and he said 'Has he gone
to the pen,' and I told him that I
CANDV CATHARTIC
w
didn't know; then he said, 'He had
Detter go on there, for if he came
back here he would kill him.
I noticed them
(Clark and Chase)
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good. Do Good,
'chewing the rag;' they were scrap Never
Sicken, Weaken or
10c, 25c, 50c. Never
old in bulk. The genuineGripe,
COO.
tablet
when
me
or
ping
back.
they passed
trying Guaranteed to cure or your money stamped
to; one was trying to scrap, and the
Sterling Remedy Co., Chitago or N.Y. 593
MMUAL SALE, TEH MILLION BOXES
other was trying to get his gun
scrap.
They were seven
nine foot apart, as near as I could
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
guess or as I could surmise just look
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST
ing. Mr. Clark said, 'Here, don't get
that gun; if you get that gun I will
Palace: A. Mennet, D. J. Ilerron,
kill you; you are all right if you leave
that gun alone,' and Chase "was back Las Vegas; S. II. lirake, E. U, Miller,
A. L. Jessup, F. R. Lavelle, J. H.
ing and stepping to the side, as if to
get his gun, and finally did get his Howard, H. II. Stillwell and wife, B. L.
gun, and acting just like a turkey. Stevens, Denver; F. J. Helwig, Pueblo;
They were talking loud and M. M. Gillman, San Francisco; Mrs.
boisterous."
After Mr. Chase Florence Jensen, 15islioe, Arizona; O. M.
used this opprobrious and vulgar" lan Falrcbik), .St. Louis; A. R. Manby,
guage, please tell us how long it was Taos; J. S. Urown, Chicago.
before the shooting occurred? "Two
Claire: Severo Sanchez, A. L. Sanor three seconds. They were getting chez, David
BETWEEN
Armijo, Albuquerque; Erready right then. Chase jerked back nest Spitz, Las Vegas; R. Romero, Chi-lilSANTA FE
to get his gun and Clark got his gun
J. E. Sheridan, Silver City, D. Y.
first.
After Chase used thi
ALAMOSA. Colo., vile
Wheeler,
Denver; J. F. Thomas and
language and made the attempts
Where connection is made with standard to get his pistol, and Clark got his pis son, Manassa, Colorado; S. II. Elklns,
Columbia, Missouri; Mrs. Frank Zink,
guage trains (or ail points oast, and af- tol first, Clark kept his pistol in his Mrs. A.
Fike, Estancia; E. II. Heimer;
hand
until
the
shooting began."
fords passengers the advantageof stopDidn't he (McFarland) attempt to Pueblo.
overs at Denver, Colorado Springs or take Mr. Chase's part and Mr. Mc
Normandie: A. B. Roberts, AlbuKean pulled him off? "He may have querque; V. E. Walking A. M. Young,
Pueblo.
done it but I didn't see it.
Mr, Denver; J. H. Robinson, J. W. Mohler,
McKean went by me going toward the A. E. Kerston, New York.
saloon on the run and got beyond
Bon Ton: Ueorge Dillman, Estancia;
them and stopped when they got
Jose Sixto Lopez and family, Tecolote;
shooting, as if he were a big stepson F. Burnett, Albuquerque; D. Martinez,
and in the way.
(When the R.
Moutoya, Velarde.
I was about forty yards
scrap
began)
STANDARD PULLMAN
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from the men.
Clark did not
DOWNWARD COURSE.
DINING CARS
CHAIR CARS
make any attempt to draw his gun un
til this vile language was used; then Fast
Being Realized by Santa Fe PeoAnd is the popular route to all points ir. Colorado.
Clark slapped as if at Chase, and
ple.
Chase slapped back at Clark, and then
A little backache at first.
Chase reached back as if to get his gun
Pot illustrated advertising matter and further particulars apply to and didn't get it, and then Clark Daily increasing till the back is lame
and weak.
address
reached for his gun. Chase made the
Urinary disorders quickly follow.
first
the
play or appeared to make
8. K. HOOPER, O. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
Diabetes
and finally Brlght's disease.
Before
A. 8. BARNEY, Traveling Passenger Agent. Santa Pe, N. M first play for his gun."
This is the downward course of kid
Chase fired how many plays did he
ney Ills.
make before he got it (the gun)
Don't take this course. Follow the
"Three or four times; I think about
of a Santa Fe citizen.
advice
the fourth time he got It." Did you
Mrs. Juana Arias of San Francisco
see McFarland near the body of Chase
"For a year and a half a
after he was down? "Yes, sir." What St., says:
across my back was very severe
pain
did he do?" Fired a couple of shots." and It
increased so that I was compellWhere to ? "Chase lay with his head ed to
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take
this way and McFarland shot over for two weeks. myC. M. Conklin,
know-In- s
him. I don't think that he hit him
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my condition,
When Mr. Clark and Mr.
Doan's Kidney Pills and they were obgot up to the saloon, didn't Mr tained for me at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Clark holloa to McKean in substance I used the
according to direc
and effect: "He got me; get your gun tions when remedy
of backache
the
attack
and kill the God-!" "No." Tell disappeared. This was
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Previous to using Doan's Kidney Pills
What did Mac say? "Believe he didn't I tried plasters
on my back, but
say a word or offer to do a thing; might as well have used as much
stood there like a big stepson." Noth brown
paper. I am only too pleased to
ing else was done to Chase either by recommend a remedy upon which the
Clark or McKean after that remark?
public can depend."
"No, sir."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Distance at the Scene of Shooting
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N,
Julius Meyer, private, New Mexico Y., sole agents ..or the United States.
Mounted Police, No. 2; deputy sheriff
Remember the name Doan's and
Are you take no substitute.
of Valencia County:
acquainted with the lay of the land
at Torrance? "Fairly well, yes."
Do you know the Gilbert, sometimes
called the Garvin house, the Cottage
Hotel, the depot and the saloon of
that town? "Yes, str." How far is the
Ti
nilhori- hnuea trrxm tha snlonn
I would judge about five hundred
FOR SALE High roll top desk and
yards." How far is it from the Gilbert revolving chair. Inquire J. Weltmer,
house to the Cottage Hotel? "About
two hundred and fifty or three hun
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
dred yards." How far is It from the with use pf bath ; with or without
depot to the Cottage Hotel? "About board. Apply at Claire Hotel.
ct
D
one hundred and twenty-fiv- e
yards.'
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How far is it from the depot to the
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
saloon? "Three hundred and fifty or a short time we will pay 4c a pound
Md lor att
."
four hundred yards.
for clean rags. New Mexican Printing
But ami Boataaast
Is Nov Ocleeii,
Gilbert
McFarland, Company.
The
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family,
sosedules, rates aai etki
Julia Garvin and F. M. Gilbert test!
fled that they were at the Gilbert,
FOR SALE Cheap, a good second
sometimes called the Garvin house, hand tent. Inquire C. G. Kaadt.
when they say they saw McKean shoot
w.
WANTED Ten men In each state
Chase from the fore part of the sa
Scxtkwtsttrn PaMtnftr Aftftt
loon. The father fixed the distance at to travel, tack signs and distribute
about 175 yards, Lily McFarland fixed samples and circulars of our goods.
II PASO, 1W$
it at 3,000 yards; Julia Garvin did not Salary $75 per month. $3 per day for
b. p.
mkmajlbAMM
testify on that point. Julius Meyer expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept S., At
. rMMflfW
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4
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MNMr
shows
the distance to be about 500 las Building, Chicago.
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yards. But at this distance they pre-CLAIRE HOTEL RESTAURANT.
tend to have seen things which the byWe can take a few more table
standers assert did not occur.
boarders at 85 per week. First class
I suggest that the public withhold
meals;
quick service; polite waitress
judgment or if they have given Judg es; elegant coffee. Special
rates for
of
ment on the strength, unfair reports dinners
only.
that they rescind It.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR PROTECTS
Very truly yours,
A. B. RENBHAN,
YOU.
We issue more accident and sick
Attorney for the Defendants,
ness policies than any other similar
LIVERY 8TABLE LAW.
company in the world, because we is
According to the Williams Livery sue the most popular and cheapest in
Stable Law, passed by the 36th Legis- 3urance written; new plan; $1 a year
lative Assembly and approved by Gov- pays for $500 policy; no assessment
ernor Otero, every keeper of a livery dues; other amounts in proportion.
Stable Is required to post a copy of the Death benefit; weekly indemnity; spelaw in a conspicuous
place In his cific indemnity for loss of limbs or
stable. The law is for the protection eyesight; free medical attendance;
of livery stable keepers against dead many other original and popular feabeats and persons who damage any tures. Issued to either sex withotu
vehicle or Injure any" animal hired regard to nationality, color or occufrom a livery stable. The New Mexi- pation. All claims promptly and lib
can has printed the law neatly upon erally settled.
INSURANCE ASSETS $500,000.
cardboard and Is ready to fill all orfor. each poster in Eng
ders at
Relable representatives wanted ev
lish or in Spanish. erywhere; good territory still open;
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Several Facts
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THAT YOU SHOULD NOT

LOSE SIGHT OF
The El

System and
Rock Island System is the shortest line
between El Paso and the "Great southwest" and Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas
City and all points North and East.
The Golden State Limited is the most magnificently
equipped train in Transcontinental service.

1 Gill SISTi

SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD.

The entire train is lit by electricity and heated by
steam.
All connections made in Union Depots.

Equipment is operated through without change
between San Francisco. Los Angeles. El Paso and
Kansas City, Chicago, St lLouis and Minneapolis.
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WHITE'S CREAM

Moat In Quantity.

Best in Quality.

For 20 Years Has Led all Worn Remedies,
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'All Meals via the route are served in Dining; Cars.

Line from Santa Fe to Denver. Colorado Springs.
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida.
Leadville Glenwood springs. Grand
unction. Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluride, Colorado, and
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Barieidkht, 327 Broadway.
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
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0

liberal contract to capable agents;
Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale previous experience not necessary.
the New Mexican Printing Com THE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY,
,

pany.

231

Broad-way-

New York.

Remedly
Medicine for Children.

Couig'lhi
,

A Safe.

In baying a cough medicine for children never be afraid to bay CHAMBBB-law'- s
Conoa Remedy. There ia no danger from it, and relief is always anre
to follow. It is intended especially for conghs, colds, croup and whooping
congh, and is the best medicine in the world for these diseases. It is not only
a certain cure for croup, but, when given as soon as the croupy cough appears,
will prevent the attack. Whooping cough is not dangerous when this remedy
is given as directed. It contains no opium or othar harmful drugs, and may ba
r
given as confidently to baby as to an adult.

SjWU Fe New Mexican, Monday, April
ROOSEVELT IN NEW MEXICO.
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This is your opportunity,

at re

duced prices. Diamonds. Watches,
Cut Glass, Decorated China, Silver-ware, Clocks, and all other goods.

S SPITZ, Jeweler
CARTWRIGHT-DAVINo.

CO.

S

250 San Francisco Street.

Grocery Telephone

No. 4.

iWeat Market Telephone No. 49

FRESH VEGETABLES are now coming in from different parts of
the Territory. "We are receiving three times per week, asparagus, let-- ,
tuce, radishes and rhubarb. From California strawberries twice per
week, cauliflower, celery and head lettuce on Fridays.
PRESERVED GINGER in stone pots imported from China is one of

the latest additions to our stock, an appetizer which gives tone to the
stomach, .30c.
SALSA POMIDORA or tomato paste is Imported from Sicily. It is
used for soups, sauces, etc. One-hal- f
pound tins, each 10c.
30c
first
at
MUSHROOMS,
choice,
per can are cheap. The buttons are
small each one Is perfect and the flavor Is all that can be asked.
We carry three grades of imported French peas. The prices are
.17
.25, and .30.
SARDINES a la vatel in oval shaped tins are packed in olive oil with
truffles and other fine condiments. Eight to ten fish in tin, .20c.
PURINA PANCAKE FLOUR we are now selling at 10c per package.
The regular price is 15c. We are overstocked and wish to clear out
our surplus at once.

PURINA cocoa and Purina baking powder at 20c per can cannot be
equalled. We wish to discontinue these brands and are offering them
cheap to sell quickly. No more when these lots are gone.
MALTA CERES, 5c, Neutrita 3 for 25c, Malta Ceres, 10c are all decided bargains In cereals. No more when present stocks are sold.
Our stock of 10c cans Top Notch cream is almost gone, a few cases
left of the 5c size. Buy now for your summer needs.
IMPERIAL PATENT FLOUR IS NOW IN. Plenty for everybody per
sack $1.75.
SEEDS, GARDEN SEEDS AND FLOWER SEEDS. We have them in
bulk and in packages. Come to us for anything In this line. If we do
not, carry In stock we will order for you.
ALFALFA AND BLUE GRASS seed we have In large quantities and
of the finest quality.
our best grades.

By actual

test almost every seed germinates of
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Dunn under his breath.
It was a chilly morning just then
for some people. General Baldwin and
the others promptly left the car and
went forward to their own car in the
pilot train. There they got aboard and
sat down, but a deep silence pervaded
the atmosphere. There were percept
ible shivers now and then, for the ice
had not yet thawed, it having been
carefully draped around them by their
reception by the President.
Envies Sheep Herders.
The President was particularly in
terested in the guards at the switches
and bridges, and he never failed to
wave his hand to each one. He was
also much interested in cowboys and
were
that
ranged
sheepherders
along the track, and he recognized
them, every one.
"That is a very, very lonely life," re
marked Mr. Roosevelt to Governor
McDonald, referring to the sheepherd
ers.
"The loneliest in the world," replied
";- the governor.
"And yet they are happy," said the
President, half sadly, as though partly
envying the sheepherder in the moun
tains with his flocks and with no great.
cares upon his brain.
The President envious of a Mexican
sheepherder!
Just Missed the Special.
Trinidad. Colo., Anrll 17 President
Roosevelt's special train had a narrow
escape from a wreck. A runaway
string of six loaded coal cars came
thundering down from the Ludlow
branch, and hitting the switch on the
main track at a frightful rate of speed
was piled up in a wreck just four min
utes after the President's train had
passed the spot. The Colorado &
main line was ordered
Southern
cleared and extra precautions taken
for the President's safety, so It ia pre
sumed the coal cars broke away from
a train up near the mines, where it
was ordered held till the President's
train passed.
Program for Return Trip.
Glenwood Springs,
April 17. No
word hag reached headquarters from
The
President Roosevelt
today,
Itinerary of the return trip has been
completed. Only two stops for recep
tions and speeches will be made, one FORTUNE COMES AFTER DEATH,
at Denver and the other at Chicago.
Undoubtedly the President will speak Virginia Man Who Died in Insane
at many other places briefly, but there
Asylum, Was Heir to Part of a
will be no official reception or set
$1,500,000 Estate.
speeches except at those two places,
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For this occasion the Santa Pe will sell tickets to
Denver and return at one fare for the round trip
($16.90) also Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Dates of
saleMay 7, 8, and 9th, Pinal return limit May 31st.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
W. J. BLACK, O. P. A.
Kaa
Santa Pe, N. M.
Topeka,

Bo.,

Norfolk, Va., April 17. Thomas
Yandaw, a conspicuous figure in Nor
Santa Fe Train No. 2, Eastbound, De folk for over 50 years, claimed up to
the time of his death that he was en
railed Near McCarty's Station
titled to a large fortune in California.
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationer;" 111.'',
Five Cars Leave Track.
a
Five years ago he was adjudged
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundri
Mail and passengers from the west lunatic and sent to the insane asylum,
vestfirdnv wfre dfilnvert for a everal where he died two years ago and was
hours bv the derailing of five cars on I burled in a pauper's grave. A letter
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAILORDERS.
Santa Fe train No. 2. The cause of "as Just oeen received Dy a local at
the wreck Is dven out as a soft track. I torney rrom the racinc coast, stating
SANTA Tn, N. M.
The engineer suffered a badly mashed I that Yandaw was entitled to a large
hand hut excent for a irood shakine I portion of an estate In California
up, none of the passengers were in-- worth upwards of $1,500,000. Yan.
lured. Tn order to let traffic throueh. adaw'3 wife Is dead and he left no
track was laid nround th wreck late I heirs.
last night as the wrecking crew could
not clear away the debris in time tor RECORD REACHES WASHINGTON
today s trains. A story was circulated
mat tnis was tne worn 01 tne same court Martial Findlnas in Klrkman
1
i
gang which attempted to wreck a
Case to Be Submitted to the Pres.
train near Bernalillo on Friday night, I
dent 0P pnai Action,
but Santa Fe employes are emphatic
in tneir aeniai ana state conclusively 1 Washington. Am-i- l 17. Judee Advo
that the wreck was caused by a soft cate General Davis of the army, ha3
I ranalvari tha rannrA nf tha
t
nnrfr-mntraCK.
tial case against Captain G. W. Kirk
TWO SUICIDES IN DENVER.
man, Twenty-nintInfantry, stationed
at Fort Niobrara, Nebraska. That of
ALL KIND8 OF PICTURE FRAMING.
Millionaire's Son and Companion End fleer was charged with conduct unbe
Their Lives In the Loft of a
coming an officer and a gentleman
Stable.
N
growing out of a series of alleged
scandalous actions, as a result of
Day Telepone 35.
Denver, April 17. The bodies of which the woman In the case commit- I. B. Hanna. Res. 113, Johnson 8t Tel. 142.
Mrs.
William A. Fagen, grand son of the ted suicide. After the record has been 8undays and nlgms at
I
great Stephen Fagen,
reviewed at the war department, the
or rnnaaeipnia, ana Herbert uornam, case will be submitted to the Presl
who also comes from a good family in dent for final action.
the east, were found in a small room
partitioned off from the loft In a sta
ble at 1252 Clarkson Street this morn. I TO HOLD CONFERENCE
ON STATEHOOD QUESTION.
ing. The two had been on a protract
THIS ADVERTISEMENT OTHERS WILL READ YOUR8.
ed spree and ended their lives with
I
Because they believe that Ok
cyanide of potassium.
Gorham came from Philadelphia, a 'anoma and Indian Territory were
for
In the
statehood
number of years ago. He was wealthy defeated
then but lost everything in mines and last Congress by reason of the contro.- THE BEST FIVE CENT CIGAR ON THE MARKET.
of late years had been working as a versy over the admission of Arizona
coachman.
Fagen has been in ;Deti- - and New Mexico, the people of the
ver for several years. He was a "re- - former two territories will hold a con- MANUFACTURED BY,
';;.'
no work. I ventlon in Oklahoma City on July 12,
mlttance man," and did
for
a
the
purpose-oto
f
sink
sending
petition
to; the
Whiskey caused him
to Congress asking that they be given
lowest depths.
Joint statehood without reference to
the claims of New Mexico and Arl
TRIAL AGAIN POSTPONED.
zona.
The Case Against Nan Patterson Did
Not Coma Up for Hearing Today
SELL3 LARGE FLOCK
as Announced.
OF ANGORA GOAT8
TRAIN GOES INTO

Undertakers and
Etnbalmers

h

Dtidrow's Office Building.

multi-millionai-
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PRIDE OF SANTA FE
For sale by all dealers
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GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

New York, April 17. The trial of
M. J. Cloudt, the well known An
for the murder of gora goat breeder of Grant County,
Caesar Young, which was postponed has sold hla entire flock of 606 head
irum iasi ivionuay, was again posi-- to cnandier & Heather, who are
poned today when the case called. The starting a goat and cattle ranch at
delay this time, however, probably Cottonwood Springs, twelve" miles
win be for only 24 hours, Bince the northwest of Silver City. Mr. Cloudt
only thing waited for is a decision by will not remain out of the business
Justice Gaynor on the motion asking I long and says, "Years of association
I
that JJtatrlct Attorney Jerome be or- - with the Angora goat instills Into one
dered to surrender the paperswhichan affection for the silky haired, gen
were confiscated
when 3. Morgan I tie little animals, that Is hard to ovSmith and his wile were arrested atlercome, and bo matter how old I grow
Cincinnati.
s I to be. I believe I should never be sat Mv Entire Slock of : :!:
I taflaA unlaaa T
fi1 Ann nr tWn rtf Hia INDIAN AND MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY:
WANTED- - A woman to cook for In-- beautiful
creatures around me. Be- DRAWN WOF K, CURIOS, ETC.
dian School Club.
Address Govern-- aides' with nroner.eare and handling.
ment Indian School, Santa Fer N. M,
the Angora goat will yield quicker and
Cost.
Must Be cold In th Next 30 Days Less
bigger returns on the money invested ","X'"k
store
Bare your stationery printed by tha J than any other industry I know of. and
SIND FOR CATALOGUE.
SIGN OF THE OLD CART
by the New Mexican Printing Com. I that 1 something in these day of 'gel
Surro
and
Alley.
San
Franolso
Comsr
Strsst
V
war.
eonora.,,
rich
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ackle
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